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Google these (or check them on Amazon) for more information on why they’re famous and to 
learn about their contributions to the heritage of world and American mystery writing.  As 
Sidney Poitier said of acting, great authors stand on the shoulders of giants. 
 

• Eugene Francois Vidoq—French criminal turned famous police and private detective in 
19th century France and the inspiration for every writer and detective since 

• Edgar Allen Poe—Taking both Vidoq as inspiration and Paris as his setting, he wrote the 
very first mystery short stories taking the detective as hero (Auguste Dupin) and 
centering the plot on unraveling a crime  

• French policiers—An early form of detective fiction featuring characters drawn on 
Vidoq.  Early paperback novelettes 

• British “yellowbacks”—early train station precursors to today’s paperback novels 
featured detectives as main characters, notably The Female Dectective 

• Anna Katherine Green—Author of The Leavenworth Case, the first novel-length story to 
feature a feature a police detective (Ebenezer Gryce) as main character 

• Wilkie Collins—Author of The Moonstone and The Woman in White, early thrillers in 
which police detectives play an important but not central role in unraveling crimes 

• Sir Arthur Conan Doyle—Creator of Sherlock Holmes, the short story and novelette 
model for many subsequent “consulting” (private) detectives 

• Dame Agatha Christie and the British mystery explosion after World War I; notable 
contemporaries include Dorothy L. Sayers, Margery Allingham, and Ngaio Marsh 

• American mystery noir—After WWI through the 30s into the 50s.  Notable authors 
include Raymond Chandler, Dashiell Hammett, and Mickey Spillane 

• Feminist Flowering—Female private eyes come into their own as a reaction to Spillane.  
Includes Sue Grafton, Sara Paretsky, and Marcia Muller 

• Ethnic Sleuths—Harry Kemelman, Tony Hillerman, John Ball and many others 
• The Rise of Forensics—Patricia Cornwell, Tess Gerritsen, Kathy Reichs, CSI 
• Culmination (21st century American mysteries)—Michael Connelly, Donald Westlake, 

Ed McBain, Robert Crais, CJ Box, Craig Johnson, Margaret Coel 
• Historical Mysteries—Ellis Peters, Lindsey Davis, Peter Lovesy, Anne Perry, Elizabeth 

Peters, Peter Lovesey, Kerry Greenwood 
• International Mysteries—Scandinavian stories like those about Kurt Wallander and the 

Millenium Trilogy (The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo and sequels) 
 


